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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Eat the babies?  4 
Adam (liar) Schiffty reads a transcript of Trump's call to Ukraine 5 
President to the Congress, quoting Trump as saying he wanted the 6 
Ukraine President to "dig up dirt on Biden." It turns out the 7 
transcript was fake, and when Schifty got caught, he passed it off as 8 
a "parody." 9 
What about the impeachment of Trump? What does it mean to be 10 
impeached? How does this work? 11 
Finally, I intend to answer a question raised by John Jay — 12 
Founding Father — and first Chief Justice on the Supreme Court 13 
about whether Christians should be involved in politics and hold 14 
office in the United States government. 15 
It's time for your Brain Massage. 16 
[TRUTH] 17 
Eat the babies? — At a town hall meeting with AOC one of her 18 
supporters stood to present a question to the Congresswoman 19 
representing New York's 14th district. After praising her for 20 
supporting the "Green Deal" and being wonderful, and all that, she 21 
went into a screed about it not being enough, more must be done 22 
about global warming because we only have a few months left, 23 
referred to a Swedish study suggesting we reduce global warming 24 
by eating dead people, but complained, that's not enough, said — 25 
well, here. You really need to hear this. 26 
[INSERT CRAZY RANT] — ONE MINUTE 27 
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Eat the babies! She referred to everyone in the audience with her as 28 
"polluters" — and I think her idea is that we need to stop letting 29 
any more people be born because the planet can't take any more 30 
population — that's it — so her solution is — WE NEED TO 31 
START EATING THE BABIES.  32 
This is satanic! There is no other explanation for this kind of 33 
thinking. Scripture — Oh, excuse me, Bible Thump Alert, BIBLE 34 
THUMP ALERT — The BIBLE speaks of seducing spirits that 35 
teach doctrines of devils — and that is a devilish doctrine to be 36 
sure. 37 
Right in line with Planned Parenthood's policy of selling baby body 38 
parts — and treating the unborn, even infants at term, as property, 39 
as product — fiends of HELL. It's hellish doctrine — 40 
So, I understand the left is saying this woman was a plant by some 41 
right wing-nut operation. Supposedly Tucker Carlson has exposed 42 
this — and there is a neat little link here to Tucker Carlson, and 43 
when you click on it, it takes you to Tucker Carlson's Twitter page 44 
and when you search through the tweets there posted you find — 45 
NOTHING ABOUT THE EAT THE BABIES crazy lady. That does 46 
not mean he did not speak to this, but I can't find where he did, 47 
and the link provided in this article claiming Tucker Carlson 48 
exposed the woman as a fraud plant by LaRouche does not lead to 49 
any proof. 50 
And, the statement that LaRouche claimed they planted the 51 
woman has a neat link there too, and the same thing happens. I did 52 
find one tweet ostensibly from a LaRouche foundation member 53 
saying "we trolled AOC" — and that she did not back away from 54 
the idea of eating babies as a solution to climate change — but the 55 
reporter admitted they attempted to contact LaRouche but got no 56 
response. 57 
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I have to be careful when reading these things because, well 58 
because there is just a whole lot of lying going on right now. And, 59 
frankly, it's coming mostly from the LEFT today. And that makes 60 
sense, if you think about it. 61 
The LEFT has taken an anti-GOD, anti-FAITH, anti-CHRIST 62 
position — they've taken their hellish "separation doctrine" to such 63 
an extreme they advocate the idea that a sincere believer in Christ 64 
should not sit on the Court, or hold office in the U.S. — and more 65 
than half the Democratics at their National Convention booed 66 
acknowledging God in their platform, and they advocate for 67 
murdering babies at full term, and they advocate for humanistic 68 
morality based on — well, on nothing! 69 
They set an example of violating laws to advance their cause, and 70 
lying seems to be a well used tool on their side — lying about 71 
Trump, about Christians, about, well about anything it seems. 72 
Lying is an approved method if you are lying to advance what they 73 
consider is the TRUTH. Weird, huh? But like Biden said, the 74 
Democrats don't care about FACTS they care about TRUTH. This 75 
is something that has been said by others on the LEFT — truth is 76 
whatever supports and advances their cause — LIE is whatever 77 
opposes their cause. So, lying is standard operating procedure for 78 
the LEFT. 79 
Here is another example of this. The MSM is repeatedly saying this 80 
woman was a plant by a FAR RIGHT TRUMP SUPPORTING 81 
ORGANIZATION the LaRouche Foundation — so who is the 82 
LaRouche foundation? 83 
Of course, they are going to do all in their power to connect this 84 
group to Trump, so, here you go. From an article in wikipedia — 85 
"LaRouche-affiliated political parties have nominated many 86 
hundreds of candidates for national and regional offices in the 87 
U.S., Canada, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Australia and France, 88 
for almost thirty years. In countries outside the U.S., the LaRouche 89 
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movement maintains its own minor parties, and they have had no 90 
significant electoral success to date. In the U.S., individuals 91 
associated with the movement have successfully 92 
sought Democratic Party office in some elections, particularly 93 
Democratic County Central Committee posts, and been nominated 94 
for state and federal office as Democrats, although the party 95 
leadership has periodically voiced its disapproval.[5][6] 96 
Oh, and then there is this "LaRouche ran for U.S. president eight 97 
times, in every presidential election from 1976 to 2004. The first 98 
was with the U.S. Labor Party. In the next seven campaigns he ran 99 
for the Democratic Party nomination. He received 100 
federal matching funds in 2004. See Lyndon LaRouche U.S. 101 
Presidential campaigns." 102 
And then, "In 1986, LaRouche movement members Janice 103 
Hart and Mark J. Fairchild won the Democratic Primary elections 104 
for the offices of Illinois Secretary of State and Illinois Lieutenant 105 
Governor respectively." 106 
And then there is this, "The LaRouche movement opposed the UN 107 
sanctions against Iraq in 1991 and the Gulf War in 1991." That's 108 
the Democratic position today, is it not? 109 
And then there is this, "LaRouche blamed the sanctions and war on 110 
"Israeli-controlled Moslem fundamentalist groups" and the "Ariel 111 
Sharon-dominated government of Israel" whose policies were 112 
"dictated by Kissinger and company, through the Hollinger 113 
Corporation, which has taken over The Jerusalem Post for that 114 
purpose.""  115 
And then there is this, "In 2000, the Democratic Senatorial 116 
nominee in Wyoming, Mel Logan, was a LaRouche follower." 117 
And then there is this, "In 2006, LaRouche Youth Movement 118 
activist and Los Angeles County Democratic Central Committee 119 
member Cody Jones was honored as "Democrat of the Year" for the 120 
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43rd Assembly District of California, by the Los Angeles County 121 
Democratic Party." 122 
Now, the LaRouche group did not like Obama or Pelosi — to be 123 
sure. Interestingly, however, their antics were pinned on the Tea 124 
Party and the LaRouche group did not correct the error. Hmmm? 125 
However, we know there is bad water between LaRouche and the 126 
Weathermen, back in "the day" the Weathermen were physically 127 
assaulting LaRouche supporters in clashes and LaRouche 128 
supporters retaliated in kind — so, maybe Obama's connection 129 
with Weathermen radicals put him on LaRouche's black list. 130 
But then there is this, "In March 2010, LaRouche Youth 131 
leader Kesha Rogers won the Democratic congressional primary in 132 
Houston, Texas' 22nd District.[26] The following day, a 133 
spokeswoman for the Texas Democratic Party stated that, "La 134 
Rouche members are not Democrats. I guarantee her campaign 135 
will not receive a single dollar from anyone on our staff."[27] [But 136 
then] In June 2012, Rogers won the Democratic congressional 137 
primary for a second time.[28] In March 2014, Rogers received 138 
22% of the vote in the U.S. Senate Democratic primary, placing her 139 
into a runoff election with David M. Alameel."" 140 
And, I apologize, but that's as much time as I have right now to dig 141 
into this — but, as you can see, if this crazy woman was a 142 
LaRouche "troll" — (someone who deliberately makes offensive or 143 
provocative statements to upset someone or to elicit an angry 144 
response from them) — there is no way she was working for 145 
Trump. This was an effort to embarrass Trump if anything. 146 
So, I agree with Candace — the focus really needs to be on AOC's 147 
response to this. She says she was concerned the woman was 148 
having a mental break down and wanted to deescalate the situation 149 
— but, she could not find the words to say something at least as 150 
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benign as I certainly hope we can find a way to solve this crises that 151 
does not involve eating the babies —  152 
Maybe AOC can look at this as a warning that her fearmongering 153 
about climate change has real consequences. 154 
So, I said it's demon possession — devilish activity — and it is! 155 
Whether she is a LaRouche troll or a demented DEM driven insane 156 
with the constant hyped up scare tactics of the left — it's all of the 157 
DEVIL man! Satan is the father of the LIE, you know! 158 
It's his modus operandi —  159 
So, we'll talk about Adam (liar) Schiffty — another demon 160 
possessed fellow — you wonder at me, don't you. Calling these 161 
people demon possessed is over the top — it's too much! Hahaha. 162 
Look, I'm making a point — and I can see that it's sticking some of 163 
you and making you squirm. Trust me. It will all make sense — 164 
hold on through the break. I'll be right back. 165 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 166 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 167 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 168 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 169 
liberty. 170 
Talking about the devil possessed Democratic Party — haha! 171 
But, really! Jesus said Satan is the father of the lie. So, what spirit do 172 
you think is guiding and directing the Democratic Party today? 173 
Adam Schiffty sits before Congress with millions viewing the 174 
proceeding and reads a transcript of Trump's call to the Ukraine 175 
President. He quotes Trump as saying he wanted the Ukraine 176 
President to "dig up dirt on Biden." It turns out the transcript was 177 
faked by Adam, and when Schiffty was called on this, he passed it 178 
off as a "parody." So, Adam Schiff does comedy now! — This is a 179 
comedy act? (You know that parody is an imitation of the style of a 180 
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writer, or an artist, or pubic figure with DELIBERATE 181 
EXAGGERATION FOR COMIC EFFECT.) Uh, Adam Schiff is the 182 
un-funniest man you'll ever meet. Even his smile looks eerie, like a 183 
really creepy cat with a mouse in its teeth —  he has that wide 184 
glaring gaze of the insane — really, that guy creeps me out! 185 
And, like Gowdy said, he leaks like a sieve! And, he is the guy that 186 
did everything in his power to keep you from learning about 187 
Hillary's email server, about her involvement with Benghazi, about 188 
all of it — he tried his best to keep you from knowing about the 189 
Russia-gate dossier — he is, without any body disputing it, the 190 
most partisan Democrat on the Hill today. If you are looking for a 191 
definition of my sometimes playful expression demoncrat — it's 192 
Adam Schiffty — that guy has the devil all over him. 193 
So, what about the impeachment of Trump? What does it mean to 194 
be impeached? How does this work? 195 
You know that the Congress voted to impeach Clinton back in the 196 
day! So that's the first thing you need to know about impeachment. 197 
It begins in the House of Representatives. The House impeaches, 198 
and then the Senate conducts a trial to determine whether or not 199 
he will be removed from his office. Although the House impeached 200 
then President Clinton, the Senate did not convict — they split 201 
over the issue and it failed to get the 3/4 majority necessary to 202 
remove Clinton from office. So, another thing to understand is that 203 
the House may impeach, but that does not automatically result in 204 
the removal of the President from office. The Senate must conduct 205 
a trial, and then conviction occurs only if 3/4 of the Senate concurs. 206 
I would say, there is nothing at all to be concerned about because 207 
there is no evidence to support the allegation — there is not only 208 
no smoking gun, there is no gun. No quid pro quo occurred nor 209 
was offered. However, today's Democrats don't operate on the 210 
principle of innocent until proven guilty, nor do they believe the 211 
standard for conviction requires evidence "beyond a reasonable 212 
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doubt." These cherished American ideals are gone — at least in the 213 
Democrat world — it's gone: a la Kavanagh, and before him 214 
Thomas. And many other examples. There is no rule of law in the 215 
Democrat world — it's RULE OF THE PARTY! What is in the 216 
interest of the Party defines the RULES — and RIGHT and 217 
WRONG are defined by PARTY RULES. That's who they are. They 218 
are lawless—they are without principle! They are governed by only 219 
one precept — America must come out from under God, entirely, 220 
and by one immediate goal to that end — remove Trump from 221 
Office. 222 
So, while in a world where principles mattered, and American 223 
values cherished, well, we would not even be talking about this 224 
right now. We would be talking about how to address the many 225 
serious issues we face as a nation—we would not be spinning our 226 
wheels in the mud slinging fit over a lost election. And if we were 227 
in a sane world right now, if at least people were being honest 228 
about all this, the likeliness that Trump would be impeached, much 229 
less convicted and removed from office would be highly unlikely. 230 
But in today's world — truth is in the street, and judgment and 231 
justice are turned away from us and equity cannot enter. Isaiah 59. 232 
IT's all about politics now — it's not about truth, or justice, it's 233 
about politics, which for Democrats is about one thing, and that is 234 
power to control the lives of others through government. 235 
So, it all comes down to this. How many Republicrats are there 236 
who will risk the wrath of their constituents and side with the 237 
Demoncrats in their effort to conduct a coup?  238 
The sentiment of the voters right now is such that if, or when, the 239 
House impeaches, if the Senate does not vote to convict and 240 
remove, half the country will be enraged and if it does, the other 241 
half will be enraged. 242 
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How sad, we have to look at this as a POLITICAL issue, and not an 243 
issue of justice and judgment. 244 
At present, according to all credible polling, Trump is receiving 245 
more favorable response from voters now than he has ever — the 246 
Demoncrat attack on Trump seems to be backfiring. One life long 247 
Democrat admitted he was totally against Trump until this 248 
impeachment circus got started.  249 
We can hope and pray there are enough honest people left in 250 
America to rise up and put a stop to this. 251 
Okay, let's move toward our conclusion. John Jay — Founding 252 

Father — and first Chief Justice on the Supreme Court said, 253 

“Providence has given to our people the choice of their rulers. And 254 

it is the duty as well as the privilege and interest, of a Christian 255 

nation to select and prefer Christians for their rulers.” 256 

And he asked, "Whether our religion permits Christians to vote for 257 

infidel rulers is a question which merits more consideration than it 258 

seems yet to have generally received either from the clergy or the 259 

laity. It appears to me that what the prophet said to Jehoshaphat 260 

about his attachment to Ahab affords a salutary lesson." 261 

He was referring to II Chronicles 19:2, where God rebuked the king 262 
by His prophet: “Shouldest thou help the ungodly and love them 263 
that hate the Lord?” 264 
John Jay was not the only one, by the way, who expressed concern 265 
that this country must have Christians, and godly Christians, at 266 
that, ruling in the government or else we would lose our liberties. 267 
George Washington, John Adams, and Samuel Adams, Madison, 268 
and Mason, and Alexander Hamilton — all of these men, and 269 
virtually all the signers of the Declaration, made statements to the 270 
effect that this Republic was only fit for the government of religious 271 
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people — and in the context of the day, they clearly meant 272 
Christian people. 273 
For many years, Satan had Christians hoodwinked into believing 274 
they were not supposed to speak up on political issues. We bought 275 
the lie that we had no say, that the world belonged to Satan, and 276 
that we had no right to "impose" our morality onto others. This 277 
ruse worked so well that today, the secularists impose their 278 
immorality on all of us. And it's bizarre — 51 genders — really? 279 
California removing urinals from restrooms because women can't 280 
use them? This is beyond stupidity, and beyond absurdity — it's 281 
gotten down right evil! This is wickedness my friends. The word 282 
wicked by the way means to reverse, to twist out of shape. This is 283 
evil! So Christians cannot impose their morality onto others, but 284 
the secularist can — it's okay for the perverted, confused, and evil 285 
people to impose their immorality on all of us. Man, you had better 286 
wake up! 287 
You can see what's happening. They have been pushing Christians 288 
out of the public square for decades now. And now they are 289 
encroaching on our inalienable divinely endowed rights— and we 290 
had better STAND. We keep letting them push us back, farther and 291 
farther; it's time to STAND.  292 
The truth is the earth belongs to CHRIST Jesus, all the kingdoms of 293 
the world are under HIS AUTHORITY, He is the ordaining power 294 
behind all authority in the earth — Satan was defeated on the 295 
Cross, and although, at the beginning of Jesus' public ministry, 296 
Satan could truthfully say all the kingdoms of the world were his, 297 
when Jesus rose from the dead, the dominion, the right to rule the 298 
world, was transferred to Jesus Christ, which is why He said, "All 299 
power is given unto me in heaven and in earth." Our founders 300 
understood this, but "we the people" have forgotten it. Jesus is the 301 
KING, all mankind are His subjects, and we, His disciples, are 302 
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kings and priests unto God in HIS KINGDOM, which kingdom is 303 
OVER ALL THE KINGDOMS of the EARTH. 304 
Not only do we have the same rights anyone else has to rule in 305 
American government, we have a greater right and responsibility 306 
to do so.  307 
The people, however, must choose. They must choose "this day 308 
who they will serve." Christ has sent us out to declare the terms of 309 
SURRENDER before He drops His wrath upon the kingdoms of 310 
this world — we must confess He is Lord and believe HE AROSE 311 
from the DEAD — and CALL ON HIS NAME TO BE SAVED. 312 
Those who do so are called the CHILDREN of OBEDIENCE. 313 
Jesus gave us HIS SPIRIT to dwell in us and move through us into 314 
the world. The Spirit of Christ is the SPIRIT OF LIBERTY. 315 
But Satan is the prince of the power of the air, the SPIRIT THAT 316 
NOW WORKS IN THE CHILDREN OF DISOBEDIENCE.  317 
Now you begin to understand. Guys like Adam Schiffty, and Pelosi, 318 
and Schumer, and Waters, and the rest of them, they want to bring 319 
us under bondage, they want to take away our rights under GOD, 320 
they don't believe the nation should be governed by Christians or 321 
guided by the SPIRIT OF JESUS CHRIST — they are of the spirit 322 
of antichrist — which is the spirit of tyranny, oppression, where 323 
government takes the place of God and demands every knee to 324 
bow to the STATE — and resents any power outside the STATE or 325 
any power ABOVE THE STATE —  326 
This is the spirit of Antichrist, the spirit of Tyranny. 327 
And they follow the rules of the kingdom of darkness — lies, 328 
subterfuge, deception, coverups, and false accusations. 329 
They operate on the principle of seducing the righteous into error 330 
and sin and crimes, and then turning around and ACCUSING 331 
THEM in order to bring them under the power of government that 332 
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they control so they can silence you — you need to become awake 333 
to righteousness. 334 
You need to learn the relationship between the spiritual and the 335 
physical —  you need to learn how to engage in spiritual warfare 336 
effectively — and this book, God's War: Why Christians Should 337 
Rule the World blows the Devil's cover, exposes the lie, and gives 338 
you the truth.  339 
Satan does not own the world, it belongs to Jesus Christ. Satan has 340 
no right to rule in the earth. Any power Satan has on this planet he 341 
has usurped — the violent can only get the dominion by taking it 342 
by force — however, the SPIRIT in US is greater than the spirit in 343 
them — and all we have to do is STAND —  344 
My book, God's War: Why Christians Should Rule the World 345 
explains all of this and more — it's about 450 pages, followed by 346 
four appendices and a very complete index. It has over thirty color 347 
illustrations, it's hardback, and smyth sewn, which means it lays 348 
open for you while you are reading it; especially helpful when using 349 
the book for study — and it's written on a level anyone can 350 
understand, with insights so deep even the advanced students will 351 
appreciate —  352 
You can preorder now — go to www.booksatdbp.com and if you 353 
want a free sample of the book, click on the Sample version and 354 
you can have the PDFI for free. If you want to purchase the 355 
hardcover book, you can preorder and get a 25% discount for an 356 
autographed copy. The books will ship by about the middle of 357 
November, in plenty of time for Christmas. 358 
But if you wait until then, you will likely have to wait almost 6 359 
weeks to get a copy because preorders are coming in and all 360 
preorders are fulfilled first — this is an attractive book, by the way, 361 
and it will make a great gift to your politically astute Christian 362 
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friends, and a much needed gift for you not so politically astute 363 
Christian friends. 364 
By the way, non-Christians will find this book fascinating — and 365 
for many, infuriating. But it's the truth, and it's not something new. 366 
Our founders believed it! And if we want to restore our liberties in 367 
this country, we must return to our founding principles. 368 
Get God's War — order it today. Go to www.booksatdbp.com and 369 
secure your 25% discount, and that's taken off the sales price, by 370 
the way — do it today. Do it for LIBERTY's SAKE! 371 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 372 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 373 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 374 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 375 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 376 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 377 
lights off? 378 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 379 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 380 
email. 381 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 382 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 383 
 384 


